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Breast Cancer is the most common cancer among women after skin cancer and
despite the common knowledge it is not specific to women and is also very common
among men. Due to this matter and because of its extensiveness and dispersion
among all social strata, and also due to recent advancements of computer science in
diagnosing diseases especially cancers, many research groups has set to diagnose
breast cancer using computers. These researchers have adapted various methods
such as Signal processing, thermography and image analysis. Since image analysis
has been one of the most effective methods in diagnosis of this type of cancer, in this
research we have used this method as the basis of diagnosis and classification of this
type of cancer. So far, considerable researches have been conducted on creating
expert systems for breast cancer utilizing commonly used methods such as genetic
algorithm, neural networks and fuzzy logic or their combination; hence in this
research we practiced a new model in diagnosis, classification and analysis of the
results. This model is known as Brain Emotional Learning-based Prediction Model
(BELPM). The model has been used in different applications such as forecasting the
earthquake; however, it has never been used in breast cancer research before. In our
suggested method, after collection of clinical data as a part of characteristics and
taking mammography images and removing distortions manually, and then applying
GLDM function which is a function used to calculate Probability density of grey areas
in the image, desired traits are extracted Mammography images and a dataset is
created. Afterwards, In an attempt to minimize the error in the extracted results to
the minimum possible level, non-dominated arrangement of genetic algorithm II
(NSGAII) - a multipurpose optimization algorithm - is utilized. Next, ed characteristics
of each patient are used as the input to the BELL algorithm in order to generate a
diagnosis network and to categorize the data. Finally, the generated network is
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evaluated and the results of this method are analyzed compared to other methods in
terms of processing time and precision of diagnosis. The results illustrate a high
precision in diagnosis. Our suggested method shows a better performance in
comparison with others due to the fact that it reached a diagnosis rate of 93.5574 %
in benign tumors and 93.8679 % in malignant tumors, while the results for
feedforward method have been 93.03 and 86.28 and for LVQ method 92.7581 and
76.8868 per cent respectively.
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